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A: General Introduction 
OHA.PTER I 
INTRODUC~ION 
The general problem area of the study under investigation 
has of late been popularly defined as psycholinguistics. Essentially 
this ter.m encompasses the breadth of data and theoretical concepts 
which are of a common interest to psychologists and students of language 
alike. MUch of the effort expended on behalf of psycholinguistics has 
its roots in philosophical treatises and was further developed in early 
experimental psychology. Recent investigators interested in some of 
the classic problems of the field have had the benefit of a refined set 
of mathematical tools developed by statisticians and.telecommunication 
engineers. Their experimental designs and the treatment of the 
resultant data has gradually gained acceptance in present day experi-
mental psychological activities. Although our ultimate concern will 
be to relate the present study to these later day investigations, a 
brief review of some terms and concepts employed in the framework of a 
more general discussion of language and its relation to behavior is 
necessary. The review will provide the background for this study and 
~11 provide the rationale for the particular selection and definitions 
of terms which will be used. We shall be concerned at this time to 
survey the vast literature of philosophy and linguistics only insofar 
as it can bear directly on the ter.minology and concepts employed in this 
study. 
l 
B. The Concept of Word Meaning 
The present investigation is a study of the denotative 
"meaning11 of certain words used in our language system.. The various 
definitions offered for meaning~ as an attribute of a word or a group 
of words$ has been conveniently categorized by Fries (15) into 
and 
1, the scientific, descriptive, representative, 
referential, denota-Gi.ve, cognitive kind of 
meaning,., 
2, the emotive, expressive, non-cognitive kind 
of meaning. 
The implications of these definitions as they affect purely 
linguistic considerations as well as the logical status of the concepts 
and theories of meaning within the various areas of linguistics, has 
been rumply treated elsewhere and much of the relevant literature 
An alternative categorization of 
distinct fields of meaning at the semantic level has been proposed by 
Quine (49). The first class concerns the theory of meaning as it relates 
to statements of logical truth or equivalence. This concept of meaning 
is :frequently discussed within the strict bounds· of logic and mathematics. 
It is incorporated in establishing whether sentences are meaningful or 
not$ inaslllUch as they "conform to specified rules or can be operated upon 
by such rules, or whether they a1~ consistent or not with other sentences, 
etc.tt (49). The second class of Quine's dichotom,r concerns meaning as 
a theory of reference. In this fashion the concept is utilized to 
provide information regarding the denotative aspect of a word's usage. 
By denotation we shall accept Cherry's definition (9): "The 
2 
1 
impu~ed non-causal relationship between a sign and its referen~ 
especially when the latter is a physical thing, e~ent, or property. 
Regardless of the classificatory system we adopt for the 
concept of meaning, different discussions of the concept ~ll be 
appropriate depending on the intended function of language which is 
3 
used. If language is utilized to con~ey or create states of an emotional 
0r aesthetic nature, the propriety of the usage of language and a 
discussion of the attending meaning is determined by the success with 
which the utilized words achieve their goal. The meaning of the words 
may then be discussed with regard to their effectiveness and "goodnesstt 
(44), but any considerations of the correctness of the usage or the 
attending meaning would be out of place. The correctness of a 'WOrd and 
l 
The term referent has i1>s origin with Ogden and Richards (44). 
In their terminology they use symbol in place of sign. Charles 
Morris (41) proposed that the function of denotational meaning may be 
classified as designates, signifies, indicates, or expresses. We shall 
have no need of distinguishing between designata and referent and we 
shall use sign, symbol, signal and information interchangeably. 
By "language" is meant a vocabulary of signs and symbols as well 
as the_agreed rules governing their usage. The term «sign" has been 
reserved by many investigators to represent any physic~l ev~nt used 
in communication, while the term 11symboltt serves "to typify by 
association or facttt (9). Signs denote_unique referents performing 
a sorting or classificatory function. Words may assume the function 
of denotation (signs) an~or connotation (symbols). 
3 
the correctness of its intended meaning is relevan:b only when 
l 
language is used for scientific (as opp0sed to aesthetic ) purposes~ 
and where the propriety of the usage is determined by the extent to 
~ch it corresponds to its referent. A word is incorrect only when 
it denotes something other 'bhan is demanded by 'bhe particular con'bext 
or when ano'bher word in 'bhe language vocabulary may be used which is 
less ambiguous~ or which overlaps least ~th other than the in'bended 
referent. 
Scientific inves'bigations have been successfully pursued in 
the analysis of word structure~ word meaning~ and word transmission 
2 
(language communication ) • The present study is primarily concerned 
with denotational word meaning, i.e., where the word is employed for 
scientific purposes and is a sign which refers to a specified physical 
referent. Although it is of in.'beres'b and quite appropriate to consider 
the correctness of the meaning of these words~ it is first necessary 'bo 
describe 'bhe precision and specifioity~th which these words refer to 
i'bs physical dimension. There are many words, for e~ple, which are 
1 
Ogden and Richards dis'binguish the two uses of language as the symbolic 
use and 'bhe emotive use (44). The symbolic use is iden'bified wi'bh 
scien'bifio usage where "cort"eo'bness of meaningn implies establishing the· 
exa.o'bn.ess of 'bhe denotational function. The emotional use is identified 
with the expressive or aesthetic usage Where goodness of meaning implies 
establishing the appropriateness of the connotative function. 
There is no intended implication that these objects of analysis are 
independent at'bributes of a word or language sys'be.m. The focus of 
interest for an investigator in psycholinguistics dictates, however, the 
design of the parlioular experiment and the selection of the experimental 
stimuli and dependent vari~bles. These three divisions are arbitrary 
broad guideposts to the possible avenues of approach available. 
4 
recognized as serving denotational functions (i.e., their function is 
known) for specific dimensions (i.e., their referent is known). In 
many cases, however, the degree of the relationship between the sign 
and its referent has not been specified, that is, the extent of the 
denotation to the referent dimension. Essentially, this relationship 
between a sign and its referent constitutes the central element of its 
meaning, so that a description and quantification of the relationship 
is a description and quantification of the meaning. As an example of 
the lack of specificity of the degree of relationship between a denota-
tive word and its referent we may consider soma of the words which denote 
the dimension of heat. Such words include hot, warm, lukewarm, tepid, 
cool, etc. In this case there is no question that the ;meaning of the 
word is implicit in its denotation to a thermal scale (i.e., it relates 
to a dimension of heat). There is no information, however, regarding 
what segment of 'bhe scale is referred to by warm. If such were 
available it might be possible to establish a criterion of correctness 
for the use of a particular word when the reference is made to the range 
of a-b degrees of heat. Similarly, little work has been done in 
specifying the relationship between members of a class of such denotative 
~rds which denote a common referent, that is, a more precise estimate 
and description of the synonymity and/or ambiguity of such words. In 
our example of denotative words of a thermal index, there is little 
information regarding the extent of the overlap in denotation (meaning) 
for the words warm and lukewarm.. If the overlap is complete we may 
say the meanings are the same and the words are clearly synonymous. 
If there is no overlap (as we would expect when comparing hot and cold) 
5 
there are clearly independent and discr~ble meanings (though not 
necessarily antonymous). When the overlap is partial~ it appears that 
at least to some discernible extent the meanings are different. Yet 
there lnaY not be sufficient discriminability o£ the words for them to be 
used ~th constancy and precision. So. although they may be used 
interchangeably on many occasions, (which would lead to the appearance 
o£ synonymity) • they remain ambiguous., insofar as it is impossible to 
state the response which will be made upon the presentation of either 
o£ these stimuli. ~biguity permits a reliable prediction o£ the 
behavior resulting £rom a stimulus presentation which is clearly different 
from the response made to another stimulus presentation. If a red (160 mu) 
stinMlus is consistently called blue it is not ambiguous. I£ by 
convention it is agreed that the proper response to a red stimulus is 
to name it blue, we would then have a correct response in addition to 
i>he unambiguity. Correetness (accuracy) and unambiguity (precision) are 
not identical. In our example of thermal denotative words, the 
correctness of the word's meaning would result from the consistency 
with which the word is used to refer to a specific range of the thermal 
scale. This would be the case in other classes of denotative words. 
The correctness would necessarily have to be determined by the preoisicn 
of its usage in the general _conventional communication of the language. 
The necessity o£ establishing the meaning via a measure of precision is 
tenable in the absence ef any other external or absolute criterion. 
6 
0. Meaning in Information Theory 
In discussing the role o:f meaning in in:formation theory~ 
Mackay (33) distinguishes between the qualitative concept o:f information 
and the quantitative measures o:f the amoun-t o:f in:forma:bion. The concept 
of in:formation was defined by Hartley (23) in 1928 as the successive 
selection of signs or words :from a given list. He showed that N signs 
chosen from an 11alphabet 11 of S signs has SN possibilities, and the 
quantity of information is best defined as the logarithm of the· 
In communicating these signs it is only 
the physical signals which are transmitted~ not their meaning. 
1 
Meaning 
was dismissed as a subjective factor • This negation of the role of 
meaning in information appears in the later re:fine.ments of the concept 
af information. In his theory of communication, Shannon insisted 
:fra.m the first that meaning is outside the scope of his theory (33). 
It is not questioned# that the conventional concept of meaning has no 
relevance to information. However, in the measurement of the information 
content o:f these signals~ (i.e., the information contained in some 
ensemble of signs), meaning, as defined by Mackay, is compatible with the 
objectivity demanded by the theory. In order to appreciate Mackay's 
definition we should look a bit closer at some aspects of information and 
infor.mation measurement. 
1 
The conventional theoretical schema for the communication of a message 
includes a sign, a referent, and a person. These are the same elements 
that constitute a triadic for.mulation of meaning as originally proposed 
by Pierce (16) and the later investigation of the triadic nature of 
meaning by Ogden and Richards ( 44) • It is little wonder that 
information theorists stated most. explicitly their assumed independence 
from involvements with the concept o:f meaning. 
7 
For the telecommunication engineer, measurement of the 
information content is possible only when there is communication. To 
set up communication the signals must have some surprise value, some 
degree of unexpectedness. This novelty or uncertainty 1.s the informs.-
tion. It is measured by relative frequency, percentage, or probability. 
In this mathematical sense, information is measured in tenns of the 
statistical rarity of signs (9). When the datum of an investigation 
is obtained from a behavior study we may treat the stimuli to 'Which an 
organism is responding as the signals v1hich are being transmitted. The 
relative frequency of the responses to these stimuli provides, a measure 
of the information contained in the message. This adaptation of 
information theory to psychology has thus far largely been applied to 
psychophysics. 
A general review of the fundamental assumptions and concepts 
inherent in the information model and their relevance to psychological 
research may be found in,Miller (387 39 7 40). Que.stler (48) presents 
:more detailed material concerning theoretical limitations of the model, 
computational considerations, and relates them to many areas of 
psychology beside psychophysics. Some studies in this area. are reported 
by Garner and Hake (18) investigating scale reading ability and 
auditory discrimination~ Beebe-Center, Rogers & 0'Connel (3) concerning 
olfaction, and Oshry (46) reporting an experiment in texture discrimination. 
It 1.s always possible to construct a :matrix in which the cell entries 
are probabilities of responding to the jth category when the kth stimulus 
is presented. These probabilities :may be independant7 or they may be 
correlated, so that the probabilities are a function of a specific 
8 
si:;imulus or p3. tt ern o:f si:;imulus pres enta1:iions • I-t; is 1:ihere:fore 
1:iheoretically possible 1:io construc-t; a conditional probability matrix 
:for a subject which would indicate 1:ihe average probabili1:iy o:f his 
responding i:;o a particular stimulus o:f the presented ensemble. Such 
probabili1:iies would not be expected i:;o remain stable and invarian-t; 
under di:f:fereni:; conditions. We should expec-t; thai; a s1:iimulua ( or 
1:iransmitted message) may have 1:ihe e:f:feci:; o:f modifying the pattern o:f 
i:;he ma1:irix probabilities. We may :further e:x::peci:; 1:ihat the same physical 
stimulus may di:f:feren1:iially affec-t; 1:ihe probabili1:iies when preseni:;ed in 
di:f:fereni:; si1:iua1:iions. This effect o:f i:;he in1:ieraction o:f a signal or 
message wich a pari:;icular ensemble, 1:ihe :funci:;ion o:f producing one o:f 
a number o:f possible arrangements o:f the probabili1:iies o:f the ma1:irix6 
is recognized by Mackay as 1:ihe meaning contained in the message. 
He states: 
nmeaning is the selective function of 
the message on an ensemble o:f possible 
states o:f the condii:;ional probability 
matrix. Selective function here implies, 
o:f course 6 a relationship not a happening. 
11
••• • • 'bhis ( de:fini tion o :f meaning) leaves room 
for as many subdivisions of the concept as 
there are different ensembles; but I have not 
ye-t; come across any instances in which one 
cannot consisten'bly replace 'meaning' by 
'selective function' or 'selective operation' 
leaving the sensa unaltered, and giving o:ften 
considerable illumina.tiontt. 
The problem of synonymous and multi-meaning signs becomes resolved if it 
is understood that there exis'bs the possibility o:f a) the meaning or 
selective function intended by the sender o:f the message, b) the meaning 
understood by the receiver, and c) the conventional meaning assigned to 
1:ihe symbol or word. The o:ft reported "inconsistencytt o:f two concepts 
10 
having 'bhe same meaning on. one defin.i'bion of the term. bu'b differing 
in meaning on ano'bher defini'bion can be resolved in 'bhe sam.e way. The 
~aning depends on 'bhe par'bicular ensemble on which we propose to 'best 
'bhe selective i'unc'bion. For exa.m.ple, 'bhe sta'bement 11Tba'b's a squareu 
' 
serves to select 'bhe concept of a four-sided figure enclosing four right 
angles. This is 'brua if the particular ensemble (frwne of reference, 
context, set, experimental condition, etc.) deals with geometric figures. 
In an ensemble concerned wi'bh colloquial social vocabulary and patterns 
of behavior, the word square would well serve to select quite a different 
concept. 
The concept of selective fUnctioning is compatible with the 
older vocabulary of classical experimen'bal psychology. Boring (8) 
has noted 'bhat communication, for both animal and human, is possible 
through discrimination. Similarly, Stevens (54) later defined communi-
cation as "the discrimination of a response«. The concept of discrimi-
nation and the discriminatory si:iimulus has been ini:iensively studied by 
Skinner (52) in. his analysis of verbal behavior. In both approaches, 
selec'bive :fune'bioning and discriminatory stimulus control, the role of 
a word's meaning appears 'bo perform. an identical function. 
D. Investigations in Word Meaning 
Many investigators (426 43,45) have emphasized the ~propriety of 
identifying the meaning contained in a verbal stimulus wi. th a behavioral 
state accompanying its presentation. The meaning implicit in any 
stimulus is an attribute of that stim.ulus. Bergman and Spence (7) 
have stated succinctly that "An attribute is not a property of physical 
events or objects, but is defined by- means of the discrilllina.tory 
responses to such objects or events on the part of observers". To 
equate an attribute or a property of a. word with a. physical state is 
not only a violation of the methodology dictated by the philosophy of 
scienoe but necessarily leads to tautological results. 
further emphasized by Mackay~ 
nAttem.pts have been made to define the meaning 
o£ a. massage simply as the behaviour-pattern it 
produces in the receiver; but this I think will 
not do. To begin with# we -would not say that 
This is 
a massage has no meaning if the receiver already 
knows what it- is saying. A message does not 
lose its meaning through baing repeated. And 
then purely on linguistic grounds one could 
scarcely regard the behaviour resulting from 
receipt of a message as synonymous with its 
received meaning. A:ny number of sentences in 
whi ah 'meaning' is nonnally used would become 
grammatical nonsense if this 'definition' were 
substituted". 
And, again in the same chapter, Maokay states: 
nThe meaning of a message is not identical to 
the state it produces. It is identified by 
the state it produces". 
In his review of the literature concerning word meaning, 
Osgood (45) cites many investigators who have attempted to establish 
correlative states of behavior with specific conditions of meaning. 
The recent reports of studies on word meaning, however, indicate a 
ll 
decline in the search for accompanying physiological states o:f meaning. 
Wertheimer (56) and Jakobson(28) have undertaken investigations in 
the relation of the sound of a word to its meaning. Jakobson 's work 
is yet in the pilot stage and Wertheimer's report seams to be an initial 
phase of a more detailed program of investigation. Al'i:ihough this 
approach to word~sound-word-meaning, analysis borders on equating a 
physical state with an attribute,. the investiga'i:iors have thus far 
utilised the sound of a word as an independent variable and do not 
imply an identification with the meaning. 
Noble (43) advanced the hypothesis that 'i:ihe meaning of a 
~rd may be inferred from its associa'i:iion with other "WOrds. His 
theoretical position is derived from a Hallian formulation of lear.ning 
theory. The theory postulates tha'i:i a quantity of habit strength 
between a word and its associates is built up. If this relation is 
re-enforced the first word acquires a higher probability of being 
associated with its paired word. Consequantly,. m~ the unit of 
meaning for any word, may be obtained :from the number o:f associations 
made to a given word. Staats and Staats (53) ~ong others, have 
contested the rationale for establishing the meaning o:f a -word simply by 
its associative strength. Their contention is that associative strength 
may indeed be a single attribute of word and its meaning, but it 
certainly does not account for the totality of a w:>rd' s meaning. 
O'i:iher experimenters o:f word meaning have utilized scaling 
procedures. The scale is derived from the ratings 1 given to a word on 
several different dimensions (42 1 45). ~th these rating procedures 
they have particularly been able to demonstrate the meaning of connotative 
12 
words. In the absence of a physical referent which may be directly 
related to a connotative word, the use of such rating scale procedures 
appears to be the simplest a.nd most appropriate procedure. Since 
denotative mrds, by definition~ are related to physical referents, it 
seems possible to establish the meaning of the word without the necessity 
of constructing additional artificial scales. The meaning may be 
ascertained by translating the word into the units of the referent 
dimension. For example, a denotative word such as 'long', when 
translated into the corresponding units of its referent dimension of 
length~ should provide a statement of its denotative meaning. By 
utilizing the quantifiable physical dimension, the investigator is able 
-be arrive at an estilna. -be o:f -bhe word's meaning in a relatively direct, 
uncomplica-ted fashi.on. This method not only affords s-tatements relatmg 
to -bhe position of the word, along -bhe referen-t dimension, but it also 
makes possible an ana~sis of -bhe discriminabili-by of a class of 
denotative adverbs. Further, this procedure permits -bhe in-broduc-bion 
of con-texts and the ability to describe -bheir ef.fec-b on the absolute 
judgmen-t o:f -bhe denotative word. Cohen and Hansel (11) have 
sugges-ted -bhis approach in studying the meaning of -bhe three.classes 
of denota-tive words: quan-bi-by (some), duration (soon), and frequency 
(rarely). 0-bher dimensions of physical referents sugges-t themselves 
for similar investigation of -bheir deno-tative words, as, :for example, 
ho-b, cold, -tepid, a-bc., where -bhe re:feren-b is measured in units of 
degrees or calories. 
The presen-t s-budy also a-btemp-bs -bo describe a denotative 
adverbts meaning by using -bhe physical referent as the dependent variable. 
13 
Table I presents the basic features of the studies conducted on denotative 
~rd meaning. These studies will be treated in greater detail in the 
next section~ since they provide the relevant background for the present 
investigation. 
14 
Investigator 
Simpson 
Cohen & Hansel 
Relson 
Cliff' 
Present study 
1 
TABlE I 
COMPARISON OF STUDIES ON THE MEANING 
OF DENOTATIVE WORDS 
Word Context Physical 
Referent 
Adverb Frequency (of'tenness) 
Adverb 1 Frequency 
Adjective Duration 
Intensity 
Adjective Denotative Quantity 
Adverb Connotative Intensity 
Adverb Oonnotati ve Frequency 
Design contained unsystematic context variations. The 
majority of the contexts were oonnotati ve. 
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E. Investigations in Denotative Word Meaning 
The present study has selected some adverbs of frequency 
which were presented in various specifiable conte:x:bs to two different 
groups of college students. ~e subjects were instructed to express 
the ttmeaning 11 of the particular adverb in the terms of the referent 
dimension, i.e., the percentage of time in a numerical expression. 
The selection of this class of adverbs and the particular experimental 
design were made in the interest of both theoretical and applied con-
siderations. We will first consider its theoretical relevance in the 
light of previous experimentation conducted with denotative words. 
The first published report of an investigation of denotative meaning, 
utilizing the measurement of the referent dimension~ appeared in 1944 
by Simpson (51). In his brief report of a study conducted with 335 
subjects, the author suggests in both the title and body of his report 
that the results indicate the 11specific meaningstl of these words. The 
subjects were instructed to report the range of the percentage of time 
intended by a particular adverb of frequency, and the experimenter 
assigned the midpoint as the tabulated response. The author made no 
mention a£ contextual variations~ but neither does he explicitly assume 
tba.t the meanings of the experimental adverbs would remain insensitive 
to any conte:x:bual changes. From what is known of' absolute judgment 
situations in general, and judgments of verbal stimuli in particular, it 
would be most unusual indeed if an inva.riance of liiBaning was in £act 
present in this class of' denotative adverbs. The risk involved in 
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a.ssUlning a. constancy of word meaning has been aptly forewarned by 
Locke in 1690 (32): 
nwhen we begin to fix by nwmes of words •••• 
abstract ideas •••• there is a. danger of error. 
Words should not be treated as adequate pictures 
of things; they are merely arbitrary signs for 
certain ideas - chosen by historical accident and 
liable to change". 
The first incorporation of contextual variations in the 
presentation of the denotative stimuli was reported by Cohen and · 
Hansel (11). They conducted experiments on the quantitative 
meanings given by children of different ages, and by adults, to three 
categories of words and phrases: 
11 The subj act is shown sentences containing a. word 
or phrase which denotes some quantity, frequency6 
ar duration. Re then writes down what he thinks 
is a. suitable numerical value for the phrase. 
For instance, after the sentence: 'There are a lot 
of trees in the park' he answers the question: Row 
many trees do you think there are in the park? 
Five grades were used for each category, and each 
grade was exemplified in three different contexts as 
follows: 
Quantity Frequency Duration 
Hardly any Very rarely In a momen. t 
Not many Seldom Soon 
Some Sometimes Not long 
Many Often For some time 
A lot Nearly always For a long time 
Table II presents the data obtained from the adverbs o:f frequency. 
The second column appearing under each of three context conditions 
was not supplied by the original aufuors, but has been added to 
provide a compatible basis for comparison with the data of the other 
studies. The data presented in the second column is the percentage 
or proportion of times denoted by an adverb, and was calculated from 
GRADE 
Very rarely 
Seldom 
Sometimes 
Often 
Nearly always 
TABLE II 
Results of the Cohen and Hansel Study 
CATEGORY: Frequency 
Numerical Values (per month) 
Given by Adults N-=27 
CONTEXT 
Rainin~ Late for school Ravin~ a 
f ~ f p f 
1.1 .04 .a 
1.8 .06 .9 .03 1.0 
5.6 .19 3.9 .13 2.8 
17.1 .57 13.6 .45 6.9 
21.6 .72 18.0 .so 16.3 
From: Cohen, J. and Hansel, M., Risk and Gambling: The 
Study of Subjective Probability, Philosophical Library, 
New York, 1956. 
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cold 
E 
.03 
.03 
.09 
.23 
.54 
~he frequency data supplied by the authors assuming a thi~ (30) day 
mon~h. I~ should be emphasized that the desired response from ~he 
subjects was the number of times a month denoted by an adverb, not the 
percent. This ~ransforma~ion to proportions is at bes~ a gross basis 
for comparison with data obtained from the study being reported. In 
~he latter si~ations, ~he ins~ruc~ions given ~o the subjects explicitly 
requested ~he percent of time denoted by the adverb. The varia~ions 
in contexts were not central to ~he Cohen and Hansel study. As a resul~, 
the introductions of the contexts were unsystematic and no attempt was 
made to view the effect of a given context on the estimation of an 
adverbts meaning. It appears the authors recognize the importance of 
contextual restraints on denotative word judgment and in no way suggest 
a definitive description of their particular experimental adverbs. 
Although they do not even intimate a constancy or invariance of the 
denotative meaning, their data suggests that the range over all 
contexts for any given word is relatively stable. This must be con-
sidered with the realization that the study was completed with a total N 
of 27 adults and in only three context conditions. Further it may be 
noticed ~hat the context selected for their study was a restricted 
sample of possible types of contexts which did not differ markedly 
either in the probability of occurrence of the event or its favorability. 
'With this consideration in l!dnd, the relative constancy of the denotative 
meanings is indicative of a reliable datum rather than an empirical oddity. 
The undeniable contribu~ion of this study has been to incorporate the 
measurement o:f denotative l!leaning by requesting subjects to express the 
denotative meaning in the appropriate numerical term and by the cognizance 
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of 1:ihe au1:ihors 1:io 1:ihe possible influence of con1:iexts (which are modified 
by 1:ihe adverb) in altering the denota1:iive meaning of the pa.rticular 
adverb. A more sophisticated approach 1:io 1:ihe problem undertaken by 
Cohen and Hansel was reported by Helson .. Dworkin and Michels (26). 
They conduc1:ied experimen1:is wherein groups of subjects were instruc1:ied to 
give the numerical correla1:ie associa1:ied with certain quantity adjec1:iives~ 
e.g.~ some, a minority, e1:ie. Each group was given a differen-t; form 
oon1:iaining an identical sample of adverbs~ bu-t; each group was instructed 
1:io use a different base for 1:ihe judgment as can be seen from 1:iheir 
ins1:iruo1:iions: 
1
'How many would you include in 1:ihe 
following eases? - Some~ a lot, a minority~ etc.n 
Experimental GrQup I: Given 1,728,583 people 
11 
" Il: u 144, 690 tt 
tt tt III: tt 1,232 u 
Con1:irol: Indica1:ie 1:ihe percen-t; of people designa1:ied 
by 1:ihe following 1:ierms: some, a lot, e1:ic. 
The data ob1:iai.ned from the experimental groups were 
conver1:ied 1:io derived percen1:iages and compared wi1:ih 1:ihe con1:irol group. 
Helson e1:i al found significan-t; differences between 1:ihe Control Group and 
Experimen1:ial Groups I and II.. and between Experimen1:ial Group I and 
Experimental Group III. They in1:ierpre1:ied 1:ihe results as supporting a 
level of adaptation hypothesis1 , i.e., 1:ihe absolu-t:;e judgmen-t; of the 
s1:iimuli are m de wi i:;h. re spa c1:; to 1:ihe to1:iali 1:iy of the s 1:iimulus condi 1:ii on 
l 
ttThe adap1:ia1:iion level is shown to be a weigh1:ied geometric mean o£ 
the.stimulus judged, all o1:iher s1:iimuli simultaneously present as 
background~ and residual s"bimuli from. pas1:i experience". Michels., w.c. 
and Hels on, H. m.Re£ormula1:iion of "bhe Fechner Law in .1:ierms of adap1ia1:iiaJ. 
level applied "bo rating scale da1ia. 11 , .Amer. J. Psychol., 62, 3, July 1949, 
pp 355-368. 
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which includes the ba. ckground a.rra.y of the stimulus si tue.ti on. The 
judgments are predicted to shift according to the magnitude of the 
background contexts. 
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The rating scale procedure does not preclude the measurement 
of denotative word meaning. Clii'f (10) investigated the meaning of 
some adverbs of intensityusing the Semantic Differential developed 
by Osgood ( 45). The s emanbic differential consists o.f' a number o.f' 
equal-appearing interval scales~ each defined by a pair of polar 
adjectives, e.g., "hot-coldn, ugood-badn, etc. 'When words or concepts 
are rated on this set of scales~ it has been found that the variations 
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in the ratings can be accounted for by three common dimensions ~ evaluative, 
activity, and potency. This instrument has been used to measure word 
meaning., which is defined by the profile obtained from the ratings. 
Using the semantic differential Cliff (10) determined scale 
values for each of nine common adverbs of intensity. These adverbs 
were rated when presented in combination ~th .f'ifteen evaluative 
adjectives. In his study., the subjects rated the adverb-adjective 
combinations with respect to their favorableness on an ll-point category 
scale., where usn was identified as neutra.l; category "1" was labeled 
most unfavorable; and category "ll" was most favorable. From the 
matrix of adverb-adjective combinations it was possible to derive a set 
of scale values for adverbs and one for adjectives which reproduced 
the values of the combinations fairly closely. Cliff was able to show 
-bha.t the adverbs and adjectives combined according to a multiplicative 
rule. That is, the intensity of each combination 1s· the product of 
the rating ·scale numbers associated with the words. Dudek (13) has 
noted that ttapparently the value of the adverb depends in some instances 
at least on the adjective it modifiesu. As an example he cites the 
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combina-tion of -the adverb "pre-ttyn with an unfavorable adjective 
- . 
(pretty bad) increases the unf'avorability while upre"bty11 in combina-
. . 
"bion with a favorable adjective (pretty good) decreases the 
favorability. This finding was of' parti~ar interest and further 
e.mphasized the possible differen-tial ef'feots of favorable and unfavorable 
conte:x:hs in the judgment of frequency adverbs. 
F. Relevance of the Study to Applied Situations 
The collBidera'tiions of the meaning of adverbs of frequency 
has direct relevance to many applied areas of psychology where these 
terms are utilized in questionnaires and rating scales. Several 
commonly used test batteries (20~24) incorporate frequency adverbs in their 
i"bems which are judged wi"bh a "yes-nou response~ e.g., ttYou are of-ben 
guilty". In no ease is an explicit anchor provided, and the only 
definition supplied for the adverb is a statement relating to the 
relative intensity of frequency. In still other tests (4,12,14,211 30, 
34,35,36~57) a list of al"berna"bives is provided for the rater. These 
alternatives are, in many cases, identical to the experimental adverbs 
used in this study. .An implicit assumption in "bhe design of "bhese 
tests is that the meaning of these adverbs is the s~e for all raters, as 
is also "bhe assumption "bhat "bha raters can use the various terms among 
the al"bernatives 'With precision. The test instruments which have been 
sampled from the available tests published within the last twenty 
years indicate that the incorporation of adverbs of frequency, for rating 
purposes, is exceedingly common. The extent to which the tests use 
adverbs varies for a given test, and only those tests which rely heavily 
on adverbial responses have been cited. 
The use of personal and impersonal context conditions in the 
present study has bearing on the reported (19) discrepancies between 
self and objective ratings. The use of the context variables of 
favorability, and the personal and impersonal context variations will 
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provide empirical data regarding the effects of both these context 
conditions on the judgment of frequency adverbs. 
The ambiguity in the use of these adverbs has been noted in 
areas far afield from psychology. The following quotation is taken 
from a report by physicians concerned with the reasoning foundations 
of medical diagnosis (31): 
«At present it may be said that specific probabilities 
are rarely known,; medical diagnostic textbooks rarely 
give numerical values# although they may use words such 
as 'frequently'$ •very often' and 'almost always'.'' 
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CHAPTER II 
EXPERIMENT & PROCEDURE 
A. E;x:;perimental Desig;z 
The adverbs seleci;ed for this s-tudy are: 
1) rarely 
2) seldom 
3) occasionally 
4) somei;imes 
5) often 
6) usually 
Two i;ypes of coni;e:xtual p:!,ra.m.eters have been ini;roduced. One 
i;ype, i;he contextual evan-t;, employs i;he following sii;uai;ians: 
1) ini;ellectually brillian-t; 
2) excellen-t; health 
3) lucky 
4) content 
5) bored 
6) unlucky 
7) seriously ill 
8) stupid 
It will be noted thai; some of i;hese contexts may be described 
as favorable even-us, or events which are generally viewed as desirable 
by a collage population, and these consti-t;ute coni;exts #1 - #4 inclusive. 
Contexts ~ - ~ are unfavorable 1 or sii;uations which are judged as 
undesirable or aversive. 
The second i;ype of contextual parameter, the person coni;ext1 
concerns the personal vs. the impersonal esi;ima.te. Two forms of the 
quesi;ionna.ire were used. Form l introduced each statement in the first 
person1 viz. 1 "I a.m rarely •••• n 1 Form 2 ini;roduced each sani;ence in the 
. -
third person, viz •• He is rarely ••••• Forms 1 and 2 were identical 
in all oi;her respects. The personal tti amn vs. the impersonal 1~e is 11 
constitute i;he variables of i;he person contexi; 1 where person contex-t; 
is operationally defined as i;he grammatical voice speaking in a seni;ence1 
and which is ideni;ified by i;he respective personal pronoun. 
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B. Subjects 
Approximately 350 undergraduate students were recruited from 
the General Psychology classes at Boston University. They were 
selected and assigned at random to one of two groups~ the personal 
(For.m 1) or the impersonal (For.m 2). Every subject received a copy of 
a questionnaire containing 48 statements. 
Eaeh adverb was paired onee with every context~ so that each 
subjeet was required to answer 48 items. The i tams were arranged in 
random order subject to the restrietion that neither the same adverb 
nor the same eontext ean be used in sueeessive items. The :face sheet 
of the questionnaire contained a condensed version of the following 
instructions~ which was read by the experimenter: 
This is an experiment to determine more exactly 
the meaning of certain words. In the booklets 
you have before you there are a number of sentences 
in which one word has been underlined. Each of 
these underlined words is one which is commonly used 
to express the frequency or the percentage of time e.. 
particular event happens. For instance., the word 
:frequently (which is not~ by the way, one of the words 
used in your lists) might be used in a large variety 
of sentences to express the faet that an evant oecurs 
a large number of times. However., the exact percentage 
of times the term refers to may vary in terms of the 
speeific sentenee. For instanee, if we look at the 
sentence, fiRe :frequently tips his hat vvhen passing ladies 
on the street"., frequently might mean he doffs his hat 
90% of the time. Whereas the sentence ~e frequently 
eats lobster for breakfast 1'., might very well :mean 40% of 
the time. In the first sentence, frequently means 
almost always. In the second sentence, the event oecurs 
frequently even though less than so% of the time. Read 
each of the san tenees on your list carefully and mark 
beside it the percentage of time from 0 to 100 percent 
that you think the underlined word refers to. Be sure to 
consider eaCh sentence as a separate case. 
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The response assigned by the subjeot on his questionnaire 
booklet together with some additional identifying information was 
transcribed by the experimenter to punch card for computational processing. 
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c. Paired Comparison Experiments 
In order to describe in greater d~a.il some of the features 
of the contextual events used in Experiment 1, an additional set of 
experiments was designed. Without further specification of the 
context, any inferred effects of the context on the denotative judgment 
must assume a. prior assessment regarding the extent of the contexbts 
s~atus of favorability. Similarly, it is conceivable that the events 
as stated in the main experiment differ not only along the dimension 
of favorability, but may differ in the probability of their occurrence. 
The central concern regarding any differences in probability is with 
the probability estimates assigned by the subjects, i.e., the subjective 
probability of the occurrence of a particular evant as judged by the 
subject. Experiment 2A was executed to describe the favorability 
aspect of the contextual event, and Experiment 2B was designed to describe 
the subjective probability feature of the contextual event. 
EXPERIMENT &A. 
A total of two hundred (200) undergraduate students in the 
I 
General Psychology class at Boston University served as subjects. 
The experimental material was administered to groups of 20-30 at a. 
time., appro:xima.tely twenty such administrations of the 13xperiment were 
Ull.dertaken. Prior to the actual experiment each group of subjects 
was instructed on the use of IBM mark sense cards. Questionnaire 
booklets containing 28 paired comparison statements were then distributed 
'to each subject. The face sheet of the booklet contained the following 
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instructions: 
INSTRUCTIONS FOR PAIRED COMPARISON 
This booklet contains a series of statements Which are 
presented in pairs. Each item is a description of some 
event. For each i tent (for each pair of events) you are 
asked to indicate on the IBM mark sense card which member 
of the p:~.ir is generally the more frequent, the right hand 
mamber of the pair, or the left one. The left side member 
of eaoh pair will always carry the code 111 n and the right 
side of any pair is coded "2". Place a one or a. two in 
the appropriate location of the IBM card to indicate your 
choice. The column number of the card is identical with 
the item number in the questionnaire_. i.e.~ the answer to 
item ttln should appear in card column l.t etc. 
Be sure you understand the task required and how to score 
your answers before you begin. 
Answer only on the IBM card and within the allotted space. 
USE ONLY THE IBM PENCIL TO MARK TEE CARD. 
Be sure to answer every item. Do not skip any item(s). 
Once you have answered a.n item do not return to it; 
continue with the remaining ones until you have completed 
the entire list of paired sentences. There are no right 
or wrong answers, and in general the first response is 
preferred to studied, thought-out responses. 
These instructions were read by the experimenter with the group 
to insure that no ambiguity existed either with respect to the use of the 
mark sense card or with the desired response. 
Each of the eight contexts used in Experiment 1 was paired 
with every other context, so that i:ihe toi:ial of paired sta.i:iements 
numbered 28 (n(~-l)). The contexts were presented four ii:iems i:;o a page, 
sa as to prevent referral by the subject i:io any previous itams already 
complei:ied. The preparation of i:ihe booklet attempted to eliminate errors 
of positioning (no consistent presentations on the right or left column) 
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or pa~~ering (eaOh of the four i~ems of any page were representative of 
varying degrees of frequency). 
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One-half of ~he subjects (n : 100) received booklets in which 
each context event was prefaced by a first person pronoun (I am lucky ••• ) 
and the other half received booklets prefaced by a third person pronoun 
(Ee is lucky ••• ). The assignment of groups to Form I am and ~o For.m 
B:e is was random. The subj acts were not informed of any person context; 
variation until the close of the experimental session. The booklets 
issued to ~he two groups were identical in all other respects. 
EXPERIMENT 2B 
Using a different sample of two hundred undergraduate psychology 
students as subjects~ an identical booklet of paired comparison items 
was prepared. .As in the previous experiment 2A.~ the same precautions 
were taken ~egarding the preparation of the items. The body of the 
booklet. the method of responding on mark sense cards~ procedure and 
instructions for issuance of the booklets~ and the method of assignment 
to Person context~ I am, He is. were all identical to Experiment 2A.. 
In experiment 2B. however~ the subjects were instructed to judge the 
pairs of statements on the dimension of favorability rather than frequen~ 
of occurrence of the event. 
EXPERIMENT 2C - Control Group 
Following the paired comparison task~ the subjects in 
Experiment 2A were instructed to denote num.erically the Jtmeaningn of 
the adverbs which were the experintental stintuli used in the main 
experiment~ Experiment 1. The six adverbs were listed in a. random 
order and the responses were recorded by the subjects on the same mark 
sense card used :for the paired comparison experiment. Any two digit 
number :from 00 to 99 was allowed .. 
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CRA.PTER III 
RESULTS 
A • .Analysis of Mean Scores 
The responses from the subjects of each of the two main person-
context groups were analyzed separately. For ea cb. su~h group the means 
and standard deviations were obtained for each word per context condition. 
The data for Group I has been presented in Table III and for Group II 
in Table IV. The means and standard deviations of each of the two 
control groups are presented in Table V. From the resulting mean 
scores obtained for each word8 the ordinality of the experimental 
adverbs along the denotative dimension of frequency is shown to be: 
Rarely, seldom, occasionally, 
sometimes, often, usually 
This ordinal assignment is unchanged through all groups, whether 
experimental or control. The data was further analyzed using a 
three way factorial analysis of variance design. The design may be 
schematically represented by Fig. 1. The results of this analysis 
appear in Table VI. In all oases the cell entries were group means 
of a particular word for a particular group. The number of entries per 
cell were obtained by selecting all mean scores for the contexts Which 
represented favorable events or unfavorable events as required. The 
results indicate that of the main effects only the factor of favorability 
context, independent of other variables, failed to reach the .os level 
of confidence. The interaction between person context and favorability 
and the triple interaction ter.m likewise were found to be non significant 
at the .os level. These results imply that any variations in responses 
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are not attributable to the factor of favorability independent of the 
particular person-context group or series of experimental adverbs, but 
rather must be regarded as a chance expectancy. Similarly we may 
interpret the results of the favorability by person context interaction 
in an identical fashion, i.e., variations between levels of favorability 
and person context do not differ significantly from random fluctuations. 
This may be restated as follows: The judgment of the denotation of the 
adverb is shown to be ~ffected by the favorability of the context and 
its interaction with the particular adverb, and by the interaction of 
the person context with the particular adverb. No significant differences 
in the responses are attributable to the person context and favorability 
interacting, when the interaction is considered independent of the 
adverbs. Further it may be said that significant differences were 
found between the adverbs used in this study, independent of the 
other variables. Significant differences were also obtained between 
the condition of an "I a.mn con:!:; ext modifying an adverb and a 1'He is tr 
context modifying the adverb. Significant differences should then be 
expected if the judgment of an adverb is required in the presence of 
a person context, or when modifying events which differ in the favorability 
of the event depicted. There is no reason to assume an inherent 
difference between members of Group I and Group II, since the.y were 
randomly sampled from the same population. The resulting significant 
difference is attributable to the effect of the person context which was 
introduced in the experimental sessions. Since both the differences 
among the adverbs and the differences between the groups met significance 
at the .01 level of confidence, it is indeed possible that when 
considering favorability independent of the remaining two factors, 
the factor of favorability was sufficiently masked so as to render 
any resulting differences as a main effect non significant. 
The results of the paired comparison study are presented 
in Table VII. It is evident that 'Whereas the ranked sums for the 
frequency judgments are scalable, the judgments made on the dimension 
of favorability are clearly dichotomized,. with no overlap between the 
last member of the favorable context and the first member of the 
unfavorable context condition. The contexts were then properly regarded 
by the subjects as being either favorable or unf'avorable. The effect 
af the favorability aspect of the judgmental sinuation becomes evident 
in the interaction term,. not as one of the main effects. 
From the mean scores of the control group we may note that 
the control subjects distinguished to a greater extant between rarely, 
seldom, occasionally, and sometimes, than did either of the experimental 
groups. That is, the control group used more gradation of the 0-100 
scale than did their experimental counterpart. This is further 
evidenced in the informational analysis ~ich was performed for all 
subject groups involved in the experiment. 
TABLE III 
Group I Mean Scores (top) and Standard Deviations (bottom) for each 
Word and.Context Qondition 
Rarely Seldom Occasionally Sometimes Oi'ten UsuallY: 
Context 1 16.84 20.12 29.16 35.14 73.20 72.34 
2 17.12 20.10 30.71 39.32 77.54 82.35 
3 19.03 21.01 31.57 39.32 64.85 73.78 
4 20.77 23.93 34.09 39.93 75.55 78.14 
5 20.64 24.81 28.80 34.80 67.62 71.06 
6 22.51 25.,92 29.30 34.55 69.43 69.09 
7 21.19 23.53 25.42 28.so· 63.48 68.01 
8 20.41 22.58 22.57 26.47 66.01 68.57 
*********** 
Context; 1 19.74 20.31 16.93 16.19 17.77 19.07 
2 21.18 21.36 19.95 21.61 15.55 12.06 
3 20.79 18.59 20.07 18.55 17.85 18.36 
4 22.90 22.19 19.61 20.11 15.76 15.11 
5 24.82 25.24 18.79 18.67 22.76 22.15 
6 28.30 26.81 19.21 18.11 20.52 25.18 
7 26.71 25.63 16.51 16.85 24.50 26.72 
8 28.14 27.33 16.45 18.80 26.14 27.78 
****************** 
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TABLE IV 
Group II Mean Scores (top) and Standard Deviations (bottom) for each 
Word and Context Condition 
Rarely Seldom. Occasi o:nally Sometimes O:f'ten Usually 
Context 1 1'7.94 20.93 2'7.'75 35.51 74.94 '79.83 
2 26.81 26.89 30.42 36.78 '76.84 85.19 
5 27.82 24.15 29.52 35.32 64.73 78.19 
4 26.70 34.16 31.14 54.39 75.68 8o.so 
5 25.40 32.64 26.67 33.08 71.82 74.39 
6 23.94 31.95 27.19 37.31 73.62 78.64 
7 30.03 27.18 26.30 29.0.4 71.67 '77.51 
8 23.13 31i.~Q1 25.36 26.44 6~.53 74.73 
*********** 
Context 1 23.28 20.84 15.71 17.33 16.56 14.00 
2 30.89 27.09 17.2'7 18.04 16.36 13.04 
3 30.86 23.93 18.98 18.29 17.77 14.60 
4 29.31 51.10 18.42 17.06 15.01 11.92 
5 29.27 31.72 17.27 19.84 19.65 18.65 
6 31.00 32.35 18.26 19.05 1'7.58 16.'73 
1 35.35 30.49 18.65 17.52 19.52 20.13 
8 30.27 53.87 19.05 17.84 21.39 20.52 
******************* 
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mm v 
Control Group Mean Scores (top) a.nd Standard Deviations . 
(bottom) for each Word 
Occasion- Some-
Rarelz Seldom allz times Often Usually 
Control Group l 7.96 13.50 26.42 40.48 76.79 77.43 
Control Group 2 10.82 13.61 26.40 
Average of 
Groups l & 2 
9.39 13.56 26.41 
Control Group l 12.41 12.00 15.87 
Control Group 2 13.10 11.13 14.81 
43.64 73.52 75.26 
42.06 75.16 76.35 
12.71 14.51 15.34 
17.90 20.81 20.42 
*************************** 
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XABIEVI 
Results of Analysis of Variance 
Source df as Decision 
Groups l 196.97 196.97 11.57 Reject at .01 
Favorabi1ity l 11.08 11.08 not sig. 
Adverbs 5 45,761.70 9,152.34 529.04 Reject at .o1 
Group x Favorability l 21.43 21.43 not sig. 
Group x Adverb 5 214.29 42.86 2.48 Reject at .05 
Favorability x Adverb 5 436.79 87.36 5.05 Reject at .ol 
Group x Fav. x JA.dverb 5 29.82 5.96 not sig. 
Within 72 1,245.93 17.30 
Total 95 47,918.01 5,044.00 
********************* 
TABLE VII 
RESULTS OF THE PAIRED COMPA.RISON STUDY FOR GROUP III !.Mft (1) AND ttBE IS" (2) 
WITH RESPECT TO THE DIMENSION OF FREQUENCY (A) Jt.ND FAVORABILil'Y (B) , 
CONTEXTS 
L 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
ZPjk .freq. 2.56 5.15 4-40 5.43 2.96 4.53 . 2.26 0.65 (1¢> 
rev1.sed rank 6 2 4 1 5 3 7 8 
Ca) 
zpjk freq. 2.13 4.01 3.89 4.93 3.18 5.30 2.96 1.81 (2) 
revised rank . 7 3 4 2 5 1 6 8 
ZP.k fav. (1) J 
5.03 5.75 4.97 5.93 2.16 2.95 0.97 o.84 
revised rank 3 2 4 1 6 5 7 8 
(B) 
o.43 ZP jk fav. 5.10 6.07 4.45 5.71 2.,10 2.98 1.17 (2) 
revised rank 3 l 4 2 6 5 7 8 
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Schematic Representation of the Analysis of Variance 
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B. Infor.ma~ional Analysis 
An information analysis of the data was performed using the 
computational schema provided by Garner and Bake (18), in which 
response information is the limiting factor for obtaining the resul~ant 
amount of transmitted info:r.ma.tion. The essential feature of such an 
analysis is derived from a frequency matrix of the responses. The 
columns (adverbs) are regarded as stimuli which are being transmitted 
across a channel (the number of subjects constituting the group) and 
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received by the system of rows (response categories}. The interpretations 
of the analysis are valid only for the specific ensemble under considera-
tion, namely, these particular six stimuli, these particular response 
categorizations, and the number and nature of the subjects used. The 
resul~s are presented in Table VIII. Except for the control group, 
which transmitted an average of one bit of information which is represen-
tational of two discriminable response categories, the groups were unable 
to utilize more than one response category without error. The response 
information is relatively the same for all groups. What affects the 
low amount of transmitted information is the response equivocation, or 
the inconsistency of assigning word "rarelytr to response category on one 
occasion and to a different category on another occasion. This is 
indeed a. noisy channel with conaidera.ble noise being introduced from 
inter subject variability of responding. This problem will be discussed 
further in the next; chapter. For the moment i-b should be empha.sized 
tha.-b the da.-ba -was trea-bed with the inten-b of including the pooled 
responses in a single group response. The formula-bien of -bhe original 
problem was designed to establish no:r.ma.tive data. Individual differences, 
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insofar as they contribute to the diminution of precise responding 
are integral parts of the group being investigated. The very nature 
of the study, designed as it wa.s to investigate the denotative lD.Saning 
derived from a group of subjects~ precluded the analyses of individual 
protocols or the control of these individual differences. To have done 
so would have been to confound the natura of the original problem. 
Millar (39) has provided a method for applying a chi-square 
test of independence between the rows and columns of a matrix used in an 
infor.mation transmission modal. The results of the chi-square test of 
independence indicate that in no case was it possible to reject the null 
hypothesis at the .05 ~evel that this particular ensemble of rows and 
columns are ~dependent. This result is not astonishing when one 
considers the implication of the It that at best two response categories 
were discriminable with maximum consistency and without error. 
Figure 2 provides a graphic description of the effect of the 
favorability variable on the judgment of the respective adverbs. The 
coordinates £or a particular adverb are the mean score obtained as a 
percent statement (a.bcissa) and the algebraic (sign included) difference 
between the mean score obtained when the word was presented in a favorable 
context. and an unfavorable context. The analysis of variance indicated 
the interaction of group by favorability as a non significant factor. 
Consequently, the difference b~een the curve from Group I and Group II 
is not a significant one. The individual group curves have been included 
in the graphic representation to indicate that the group average is 
generally a function which ma.y.be fitted between the groups which are 
consistently different, rather than the result of averaging overlapping 
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scores which would not otherwise appear in a plot of an overall average 
series of responses. From the figure described it is clearly evident 
that favorability results in more disparate judgments regarding the 
denotation of adverbs which are either clearly low frequency denoters 
or high frequency denoters. The intermediary adverbs of 11occasionally" 
and 11sometimestt appear to be least affected by the change in these 
context conditions. Further1 it will be noticed that with the exception 
of ttrarelytt and 11seldom" 1 the estimates obtained under contexts of 
unfavorability are numerically greater than the corresponding responses 
given under favorable contexts. 
Figure 3 was prepared in a similar fashion. In this figure 
individual curves for favorable and unfavorable conditions were 
presents d along w.i. th the overall differences of judgments obtained by 
the introduction of the person context cnr amu or "He is"). As was 
.. 
true for favorability, the effect of the person context in altering the 
denotation of an adverb is least for the intermediary adverbs noccasion-
ally11 and "sometimes 11 • Group 21 i.e., person context 11He is11 , is 
generally numerically greater in the estimate of the percent of time 
denoted by an adverb, except for the intermediary adverbs. 
TABlE VIII 
Results of the Informational Analysis 
Group 
I am 
----- Favorability 
He is 
Un£avorability 
Pooled 
Favorability 
Un:f.'e. vora bili ty 
Pooled 
Groups l & 2 
Favorability 
Un:f'avorability 
Total pooled over 
:f'e.vorability and group,s 
Control Group l 
11 n 2 
Pooled Groups 
l & 2 
Ir 
3.212 
3.170 
3.195 
3.203 
3.176 
3.193 
3.211 
3.178 
3.198 
*******""***** 
3.1887 
3.1969 
3.200 
**~*************** 
Er 
2.536 
2.638 
2.608 
2.527 
2.591 
2.577 
2.544 
2.630 
2.603 
2.061 
2.272 
2.216 
It 
0.676 
0.532 
0.587 
0 .. 676 
0.585 
0.616 
0.667 
0.548 
0.595 
1.128 
0.925 
0.9838 
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c. Na:bure of the Mean Score Differences 
The nature of the differences between groups and conditions of 
favora.bility is amplified in Table IX. In this table the mean score for 
each word has been averaged for all conditions of fa.vora.bility. A 
similar table is presented for the average variances, labeled Table X. 
It is interesting to note that the variance is generally consistently 
greater in the unfavorability context conditions (except for words 
nocca.siona.lly" and "sometimes" of Group I), and the amount of transmitted 
information is likewise greater in the favorable context conditions. 
Further, it may be noted that the variance in respon,ses to words 
denoting a. low degree of frequency ( 11rarelyu and "seldom") is 
greater than the variance in response to words denoting a. higher degree 
of :frequency, (!'usually" and "otten11). Above all, it should be noted 
that the variances obtained from the responses of the control group are 
less than either of the experimental groups, although still admittedly 
quite large. From the consistent behavior of the words nra.rely" and 
" 
"seldom" as compared to the words "often11 and ttusua.lly" under the different 
conditions of fa.vorability, it is suggestive to attempt a. categorization 
of ttl ow trequencyn denoters and uhigh frequencytt denoters. The 
intermediary denoters, ttoccasiona.llyu and "sometimesu, appear to conform 
to the high frequency d~noters more ~tten than to th~ class of '1rarely11 
Favorability tends to yield a. group response for low 
frequency adverbs with a. mean score less than its response in an unta.vor-
able situation, while the favorable context condition produces 
responses for the high frequency adverbs higher than the mean score 
obtained in a.n unfavorable situation. It is possible to view these 
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TABlE IX 
Table of Megn Scores Obtained for each Ad~erb 
GROUP l (I) GROUP 2 (He) 
Fa~. Unf. d f-u x Fa~. Unf. df-u x 
Rarely 1'7.69 21.10 -3.41 19.40 24.19 25.84 -1.65 . 25.02 
Seldom . 21.29 24.21 -2.92 22.75 26.53 30.70 -4.17 28.62 
0 ccasi onally 31.38 26.52 4.86 28.95 29.70 26.38 3.32 28.04 
Sometimes 38.43 31.08 7.35 34.76 35.50 31.47 4.03 33.49 
Often 72.78 66.63 6.15 69.71 73.05 71.66 1.39 72.36 
Usually 76.65 69.18 7.47 72.92 80.43 76.32 4.11 '78.38 
Occasion- Some-
Rarelz Seldom ally iiimes Often Usuallz 
Mean in Fa~. Conte:x:bs 
pooled o~er Group l & 2 20.94 23.91 30.54 36.97 72.92 78.54 
Mea.n in 'Unf. Contexl:is 
pooled over Group l & 2 23.47 2'7.46 26.45 31.28 69.15 72.75 
Grand mean pooled o~er 
f-u & o~er Group l & 2 22.21 25.69 28.50 34.13 71.04 75.65 
d2_1 in Fa~. Contexl:is 6.50 5.24 -1.68 -2.93 0.27 3.78 
d
2
_
1 
in Unf. Contexl:is 4.74 6.49 -0.14 -0.39 5.03 7.14 
df pooled o~er Group 
-u l & 2 
-2.53 -3.55 4.09 5.69 3.77 5.79 
d 1 pooled over Fav. 2- Unf. 
& 
5.62 5.8'7 -.91 -1.27 2.65 5.46 
************************** 
TABLE X 
Table of Variance Obtained for each Adverb 
GROUP 1 
(I a.m.) 
Favorability 
Unfavorabili ty 
x 
GROUP 2 
(Re is) 
Favorability 
Rarely Seldom Occasionally 
482.18 424.76 367.99 
767.95 630.65 3;1.6.32 
689.63 527.71 342.15 
834.03 677.01 311.15 
Unfavorability 1041.25 1032.38 335.60 
912.13 854.69 323.37 
*********************** 
Sometimes Often Usuallz 
369.40 281.14 268.62 
328.48 555.66 652.58 
348.94 418.40 460.60 
312.83 270.74 180.32 
346.44 383.44 363.50 
329.14 327.09 271.91 
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resul~s as a differen~ial effee~ of favorabili~ on words of low and 
high degree deno~ers. No in~ensive inves~iga~ion of ~his hypo~hesis 
has been pursued, because i~ is somewha~ ~angen~ial ~ ~he goals seii 
tor ~he main study, which was primarily eoneerned wi~h es~ablishing 
~he effee~ of bo~h favorabili~y and person eon~ext; upon the judgmen~ 
of frequency adverbs. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DISCUSSION 
A. General Im.plica:bion of the Results 
The hypothesis concerning context favorability as a parameter 
of the adverb judgment situation has been supported. This hypothesis 
was suggested from Cliff's data as was noted in an earlier chapter. 
That favorabilii;y emerged as a significant factor in this judgment si tua-
tion is all the more interesting when we consider that the effect 
emerged despite the noise introduced by inter and intra individual 
variabilities. It is indeed possible that because of the large variances 
favorability was not a significant main effect. The implications of 
these results clearly indicate that: 
l) an adverbts :meaning is hardly stable and invariant 
2) the discrimina.bility of a series of adverbs via a 
pooled group channel is dramatically poor 
3) the meaning of an adverb defined by a group's responses 
is not comparable to -bhe meaning defined by_any of i-bs 
individual subjects. The effect of pooling across 
many subjects in a group seriously impairs -bhe ma~ 
precision which would otherwise have been obtained. 
Individual perfoDmances allow for more than one or two 
discriminable categories as has been shown by Cliff, and 
in an early pilot study by this investigator. 
4) context conditions do no-b universally tend to improve 
performance. From -bhe da-ba of -bhe control group the 
reverse appears -bo be -bhe case. Thai; is, in -bhis type 
of absolute judgment situations where the de. 'bum under 
inves-biga.tion is the pooled group response, the intro-
duction of person and event contexts tends to maximize 
equivocation. Da-ba is no-b available at this time to 
indicate whe-bher -bhe situation would be true had o-bher 
context conditions been used or had different denoters 
been investiga-bed. 
Serious doubt is cas-h on -bhe in-berpretation of rating scales 
and tests which depend upon the pooled group response to denotational 
adverbs. Similarly~ the selection of a sample of quantifying 
adverbs for use as alternatives in a measuring instrument must pre~ 
suppose the discriminability between such words. The discriminability 
data arrived at by pooling over a wide range of subjects does not 
appear representative of individual discriminability. The orthodox 
definitions concerning the meaning of an item arrived at by ttthe con-
ventional usageu are indeed questionable, if by convention is meant 
the ttaverage, pooledu responses made in the presence of the particular 
ter.m. 
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B. Varia.bilig o£ Responses 
In both the control and experimental groups a high degree 
of variability of responses was found for each word. The individual 
response protocols reflected some o£ the types o£ individual differences 
which have been reported by other investigators. MOsier (42) has noted 
in an incidental fashion that a number o£ his subjects tended "to :mark 
words either at the extremes or toward the neutral value". In Osgood's 
study (45) it was reported that some subjects used categories l and 7 
exclusively1 others used l, 4 and 71 and still others used the entire 
scale. In the present study similar differences were readily £ound1 
in that some subjects restricted their responses to the low end o£ the 
0-100 scale exclusively1 others using that portion of the scale from 
50% upwards, and still others using the entire range o£ possible scale 
values. In most instances the 11round number e££ecttt noted by Johnson 
(29) as a common occurrence in responses scales o£ judgments is pronounced. 
The inter individual differences :may be partially accounted for by the 
different anchors created and used by a given subject, and which might 
well differ for another subject. E:x:plici t anchors were not introduced 
in this study. This was partially necessitated by the desire to provide 
ttthe con:ventional meaning" as defined by a group, and the conventional 
situation which requires the judgment o£ the adverb does not provide 
any explicit anchors. Even in the absence a£ an explicit anchor, some 
form of anchoring :may be effectively present. In this canna crliion• 
Johnson (29) has stated; 
"It is likely that our daily value judgments 
are made on a scale which is anchored at some 
such ideal reference point. Scales in ~ich 
categories are percentages, and other 
scales which are bounded by zero and uni~, 
are probably anchored at both ends. This 
end anchoring would appear to yield an 
advantage in respect of inter-individual 
consistency which has not been exploited 
in practice". 
Similarly# Helson (25) has remarked on the technical inaccuracy of 
referring to the method of usingle stimuli" or ttabsolute judgmenttt, 
since a real possibility exists that anchors, in the for.m of past 
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experience to stimuli as well as the immediate range of stimuli presented 
to the subject, are present and likely to constitute anchoring points for 
his subsequent judgments. 
The extreme variability becomes apparent in the information 
transmission analysis where pooling the subjects• responses introduces 
a vast amount of response equivocation and drastically reduces the 
amount of transmitted information. The general problem of pooled 
subjects' responses has been aptly stated by Senders (50): 
~en a man makes a discrimination about a stimulus 
and reports the results of this discrimination, he is 
acting as a communication channel. The stimuli con-
stitute the information source, and the man's responses, 
the output. If he always makes the same response to 
any given stimulus, and makes a different response to 
each of the different stimuli, then he is a noiseless 
cha.nnel. The only kind of noise which can reduce 
information transmission in such a system is that which 
results from the man's inability to respond differently 
to different stimuli, which introduces stimulus equivocation. 
If he makes several different responses to any given 
stimulus, but none of these responses is made to any 
other stimulus, response ambiguity is introduced, but no 
stimulus information is lost. 
'When two or more men make simultaneous dis crimina tions 
and their responses are pooled, the two together may 
also be thought of as a communication channel. In this 
channel equivocation may come not only from the failure 
of either man to make consistent discriminations among 
the stimuli, but also from their failure to 
agree on the proper response to any given stimulus. 
In other words, each man considered alone may be a 
noiseless channel, but the two together pooled may 
transmit less infonnation than either alone. Because 
the addition of men to a pooled channel can never 
reduce the noise contributed by any of the individual 
men# but can add noise resulting from differences 
between them, it follows that information transmission 
must always be reduced by such a transmission. 
The problem may be rephrased in more conventional 
statistical terms. If one subject makes responses 
to a number of stimuli, the only error variance comes 
from that subjectts failure to make consistently 
different responses to different stimuli. If more 
than one subject makes such responses 1 variance is also 
contributed by the difference between subjects' response 
patternsn. 
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c. Variability as related to the Judgment Task 
The inter subject variations were in some instances quite 
striking. It was not at all uncommon to find subjects who regarded 
word ttrarely11 as denoting so% of the time or more. The recurrence 
of this type of response in a sample as large as the one used leads 
one to believe that such responses are more than simple discrepancies 
or aberrant responses. MOsteller# in a personal communication# has 
suggested that subjects may tend to render 11mirror responsestt. By 
this he meant that they will supply the complement to the desired 
response. For example, when judging a high intensity or frequency 
stimulus of a given dimension, the subject may supply an answer which is 
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a mirror of the appropriate response. The data from the present experi-
ment indicates that the subjects respond both appropriately (i.e.; 
denoting 'rarely' as a low frequency adverb) as well as providing a 
mirror response (i.e., denoting 'rarely' as a high frequency adverb). 
Such instances of mirror responses were found not only among different 
subjects but appear within a single response protocol as well. 
to say that variability may be attributed to: 
This is 
a) inter individual differences not due to mirror responding 
b) inter individual differences due to mirror responding 
c) intra individual difference 
The first of these sources of variability, as it affects the pooled 
results, has been treated in Senders' analysis. The second and third 
category, i.e., some subjects responding in a mirror fashion, and a 
single person shifting his estimate within an experimental session from 
non-mirrored to mirrored, may be partially accounted for in a single 
e:x:planationl • 
A possible source of intra individual variability may have 
been unintentionally introduced ~th the introduction of the contexts 
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themselves. The added nature of this variable may be better appreciated 
when consideration is given to the var.tous possible approaChes to the 
measurement problem. One approach, the stimulus centered or judgment 
approach, attributes the systematic variations in the reactions of the 
subjects to stimuli, to differences in the stimuli with respect to a 
designated attribute. 
nThe immediate purpose of the experiment is to scale 
the stimuli which alone are assigned scale values. 
In this approach the subjects are considered as 
replications. Adding subjects chosen at r~dom from 
the same population or deleting subjects at random~ 
would have no effect either on the procedure or the 
results other than the usual sampling fluctuations 11 • 
The other approach, the response approach, ascribes the 
variability of reactions to stimuli, to both variations in the subjects 
as well as in the stimuli. These two approaches to scaling set basically 
different tasks for the subject. The comparison may be summarily 
stated as follo~: 
l 
ttin the stimulus cantered or judgment approach, the 
task set for the subject is to evaluate the stimuli 
with respect to some designated attribute. The 
subject responds to a stimulus with respect to its 
relation among the other stimuli in the defined 
continum. (Other stimuli here may refer either to 
The ensuing treatment and distinction between the task of judging 
versus responding is based in its entirety from Torgeson (55). The 
indented passages are quoted from this work. 
stimuli that are present at the time of the 
judgment or to stimuli experienced at some time 
previous to the particular judgment). Since 
the subject responds to the stimulus on the basis 
of its relative position among other stimuli, 
the effeab of his own bias is minimized. In 
the response approach, the task set for the subject 
xs to respond to a stimulus on the basis of the 
position of the stimulus in relation to the subject's 
own position with respect to the attribute. The 
subject's own attitude, feeling, or ability is an 
important factor in his response". 
The relevance of the distinction between these two judgmental 
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tasks to the possible source of the variances obtained in this study will 
now be clearer. The instructions required the subjects to "judgett, 
i.e., objectively scale the stimulus on the attribute of frequency. 
This task precludes the introduction of the subjects• personal attitudes 
to the judgment situation. The item ni am rarely luckyn requires the 
' -
subject to state the percent of time denoted by "rarely" independent 
of his own personal rarity of luckiness. The response approach would 
have required the subject to respond to the adverb "rarely11 relative to 
the other adverbs on the frequency dimension as well as in relation to 
his own position on the attribute of frequency. It is therefore 
suggested that the person context and the event- context have exerted 
sufficient control over the judgmental situation to alter the pre-
established task set for the subject from a 11judgment" task to a "response" 
~ -
task. In this fashion the subject responded (at times) to the adverb 
independent of contexts ~d was a judge of the stimulus. At other 
times he lapsed into the role of a respondent where the judgment of the 
word contained aspects of his feelings, attitudes and biases from prior 
experience with the context conditions. This observation cannot at this 
ti'lll.e be supported from the data obtained from the present study £or 
several reasons. Primarily, the goal of this study was to establish 
the meaning of the adverbs as used by a large population of the English-
speaking world. As such the design required an emphasis on the 
establishment of normative data rather than individual difference. 
No procedure was available to separate out scale positions for the 
subjects by subject variations. Equally important is the consideration 
that no indication of contextual modification of the judgment task 
could have been anticipated at the outset of the investigation. The 
possibility of the context modifying the type of task from a response 
to a judgment task is suggested as a post hoc evaluation which may 
prove fruitful in ensuing research. 
The responding in a mirrored fashion may be regarded as a 
shifting of anchors brought on by the absence of a definite$ explicitly 
provided anchor for either the particular word or context. Bengig (5 1 8) 
has shown that a reduction in the numbers of response categories or the 
introduction of anchors provides greater reliability in the judgmental 
situation. Some indication of the contexts providing a source of 
ambiguity is suggested from the results of the control group, which 
responded to the adverbs in the absence of any contexts. In this case, 
the variance was greatly reduced. It is tenable to assume that the 
subjects did in fact approach the stimulus judgment situation as a 
stimulus centered judgment, and that the major variance is attributable 
to inter-subject variability. 
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D. Relationship of this study to a Level-of-Adaptation Interpretation 
The original contribution of suggesting contextual variations 
in a psycholinguistic design of this sort belongs to Hansel and Cohen. 
In their study no attempt was made to quantify the contexts, contextual 
differences, or to quantify the relationship between a context and the 
stimulus to be judged. The first of such attempt was undertaken by 
Helson. In his study, it will be recalled, his background conditions 
which are analagous to the context situations employed in the present 
study were investigated and found to affect the absolute judgment of 
the adjectives. Helson attributes his resulting ~ifferences to a level 
of adaptation phenomenon. In contrast to Helson, the present study 
makes no attempt to present a theoretical formulation to relate the 
differences attributable to the contexts which were employed. The 
first and foremost contribution of the study will lie in the description 
of the adverbs by means of a "composite subject". In providing this 
-
description the author has not felt compelled to integrate his findings 
in a unitary theoretical schema. Some justification is necessary, 
however, for the reluctance to relate this study to impressive series of 
experiments which have attempted to bring further support for the level 
of adaptation phenomenon. With regard the adaptation to a favorability 
level, the inability to scale the contexts on this dimension does not 
allow for such a quantified analysis. Secondly, the phenomenon is not 
found as a sensitive detection, but requires substantially incremented 
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levels of differences between contezts for the affect to be significantly 
evident. The present study has shown that the difference between the 
adverbs used was strikingly significant so as to mask favorability as a 
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main effect, and the factor of nru vs. 1'He" was similarly overshadowed 
by the significance of the adverbs. The nature of mere differences 
of favorability are not sufficiently large for the phenomenon to be 
tested. 
The argument may be advanced that an adaptation level to the 
relative occurrence of the events depicted by the contexts may have 
been operative. That is to say that the subjecrbs' estimate of the 
relative frequency of tlucky' as opposed to 'bored' may have exerted 
sufficient control, as Helson 1 s variations in background exerted the 
control with which to demonstrate the existence of a level of adaptation 
phenomenon .• If this were the case, the implication for the results of 
the present study is necessarily that the parameter affecting the 
judgment of the adverb was not favorability at all, but rather the 
subjective probability of the occurence of the event. It should be 
emphasized that what is important is not the absolute frequency of 
occurrences of the event but rather the subject's estimate of the 
relative occurrences, since it is relative estimate, if at all, which 
will affect the judgment and cause him to adapt to the appropriate level. 
Indeed, the results of the paired comparison experiment indicated 
that three of the four favorable events are also judged as being more 
frequent events. It is necessary to demonstrate that what is in fact 
operative is truly favorability, not frequency. 
A reanalysis of Helson's data will be attempted to demonstrate: 
a.) the level of adaptation phenomenon is not readily 
apparent or evident under relatively normal 
background variations 
b) if the Helson study is representative of the requirements 
necessary for obtaining evidence for a level 
of adaptation hypothesis, the phenomenon is 
unlikely to be found in this study. 
Finally, it will be shown that the operative parameter in 
the present judgmental situation is in fact favorability rather than 
frequency. It is interesting to note that Helson et al (26) selected 
as a control group those subjects for whom the judgment response to 
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the quantity adjective was made against a background of 100, or expressed 
as a percentage. The data from the experimental groups were converted 
to derived percentages and compared to the control group. The 
investigators took the precaution of creating backgrounds (contexts) 
which the subjects could not readily transfor.m to a percent judgment. 
Considering the instructions given the control group and the design of 
the backgrounds for the experimental groups, one is led to believe that 
the investigators considered that responses made in a percent form ~uld 
not provide evidence of adaptation to various levels of backgrounds, 
and such responses are therefore ideally suited for a control group. 
Bad all groups been instructed to respond initially with a percent score, 
there is no indication that the data ~uld support a level of adaptation 
' hypothesis. Apparently, only when comparing nderivedtt percentages with 
the control group has such evidence been available, with exception of 
the exbrelll.e backgrounds within the experimental groups, whose derived 
percent scores are significantly different. Other psychophysical 
studies have shown that data. obtained from different operations measuring 
the response to a constant stimulus configuration are not necessarily 
identical. In fact, they are most likely to yield different statements. 
Viewed in this light, the meaningfulness of the comparison of derived 
and non-derived percentages, i.e., responses resulting from two 
different sets of operations, is questionable. The situation is 
analagous to an experimental group instructed to give absolute judgments 
o£ height and width to each of a set of stimuli, and requiring a control 
group to give the area for the same set o£ stimuli. I£ the experimental 
group's height-width data are now transformed to area data. and compared 
with the control group, one should not be surprised at the resultant 
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discrepancies. The effects of adaptation level, therefore, are possibly 
confounded because of the different experimental operations which are 
involved. 
Conceivably, it may be argued that the contextual events used 
in the present study differed sufficiently along the dimension o£ their 
subjective probability of occurrence for any given subject to effect 
a level of adaptation behavior similar to the varying background contexts 
used in the Helson study. This would be possible if the particular 
adverb is modifying events (analagous to a judgment nade against a 
background of contexts) which differ in subjective probability, i.e., 
there is a substantial difference in the subject's estimate of the 
relative occurrence of a particular event in the total population of 
events, from the subjective probability of a neighboring event. This 
may lead to differing estimates of an adverb's meaning, when the adverb 
is presented in the various conditions of contextual events • If this 
is true, any resulting differences in the estimate of the denotation of 
a particular adverb may be attributable to context differences in 
subjective probability, above and beyond any contextual differences of 
favorability. Inspection of Helson's data, however, would support the 
unlikeliness of an adaptation effect in the present study. Relson 
at al were able to obtain significant differences between their 
experimental groups only when background variations differed by a 
fac~or of 100 or more. I~ would appear ~ha~ ~o ob~ain similar resul~s 
;i'rom a study incorpora~ing ~he judgmenb of an adverb agains~ a background 
of an evant having subjec~ive probability x, vs. subjeo~ive probability 
y, e~c., one would be required to select contexts whose subjec~va 
probabili~y values differ by a fac~or of 100. Rypo~he~ically, ~he 
following con~exts represen~ a scale separa~ion along the dimension of 
subjec~ive probability; and are simultaneously dicho~omizad wi~h raspec~ 
~o ~he dimension of favorable-unfavorable: 
ecs~a~ioally ela~ed vs. ~ired 
chronically melancholic· vs. feeling ok 
In bo~ oases ~he even~ described by ~he righ~ hand me.mber of ~he pair 
occurs wi~h sufficient regulari~y so as ~o be judged a probable, likely 
even~ on ~he order of n40-60% of ~he ~ime 11 • The left mamber of each 
pair, no~ being a common experience ~o most members of a· college 
popula~ion, can be expected ~o be judged as a highly infrequent, 
unlikely event occurring on ~he order of .01% of ~he ~me, or less. 
Perhaps even~s differing along the dimension of subjec~iva probabili~y 
wi~h a magni~ude exemplified above may be suspec~ of effec~ing resul~s 
a~~ribu~able ~o a level of adapta~on judgments, independen~ of ~he 
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favorability variable of the oon~ext. I~ does no~ appear likely, however, 
~ha~ bored vs. con~en~, or lucky vs. unlucky differ sufficien~ly in ~he 
subjec~ive probability of ~heir occurrences so as ~o a~ribu~e any 
resul~ing significan~ differences in ~he scores obtained from an adverb 
when presan~ed wi~h ei~her member of a respective pair of context condi~ions, 
to a level of adaptation phenomenon# where the alternative hypothesis 
of accepting the variable of favorability as the parameter of the 
judgmental situation is simpler and appears tenable. 
To establish the operative parameter as favorability rather 
than subjective probability we will now return to the data from the 
paired comparison experiment. Under both conditions of the person 
context (I am and He is) four independent groups of subjects, 100 per 
group# completed 28 paired comparison judgments. Two groups of 
subjects assigned a member of each pair as being '":more frequenttr and 
. . 
the remaining two groups assigned a member of each pair as ''more 
favorable". Of the four favorable contexts (favorable both with regard 
to the a. priore decision as well as with the supportive data from the 
experiment) three were also judged as being among the top four frequent 
events, and three of the unfavorable events were judged as being 
infrequent events. As may be seen from Table VII# the sum of the :Pjk 
for the favorability; judgments are dichotomized and are not amenable to 
a Thurstone type scaling procedure (20). 
If we now consider context l# we note the following; 
Context l was ranked by the two groups I am and He is respectively 
3,4 with respect to favora.bility 
7,6 with respect to frequency 
In other words~ context l depicts an event which is both favorable and 
relatively infrequent. If we now compare the mean scores for all the 
words obtained by Groups I am a.nd He is of Experiment I on context l and 
compare these scores ~th the mean scores obtained in contexts which 
are known. to be 
a) favorable and frequent 
b) unfavorable and infrequent 
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we will note that indeed context 1 bears a closer resa.mblance to the 
context which is favorable though also frequent, as opposed to the 
context which is unfavorable though infrequent. One is compelled 
to infer that the only common attribute of the contexts is that they 
are both favorable, and therefore it is favorability which is the 
operative parameter. Table XI has been set up to demonstrate this 
point. 
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TABIE n 
Comparison of Con~exts 1 and 6 
wi~h o~her Con~exts of 
known Favorabili~y and Frequency Ranks 
Rarely Seldom Occasionally Some~imes Of~en Usually RANKS 
Con~ext 1 Gp.. 1- 2 
I am 
:He is 
Con~e:x:b 6 
I a.m. 
:He is 
Con~ext 8 
I am 
:He is 
Con~e:x:b 4 
I am 
He is 
16 .. 84 20.12 
17.99 20.93 
22.51 25.92 
.23.94 31.95 
20.41 22 .. 58 
23.13 31.01 
18.44 23.93 
24.82 34.16 
29.16 
27.73 
29.30 
27.19 
22.57 
25.36 
34.09 
31.14 
35.14 
35.51 
34.55 
37.31 
26 .. 47 
21.44 
39.93 
34.39 
73.20 72.34 Fav. 3~ 4 
74.94 79.83 Freq.7. 6 
69.43 69.09 Fav. 5• 5 
73.62 78.64 Freq.l~ 3 
66.01 68.57 Fav. a. 8 
69.53 74.73 Freq.8 1 8 
75.55 78.14 Fav. 2. 1 
75.68 80.50 Freq.2, 1 
************************* 
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CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY & CONCLUSION 
The study presented has demonstrated the positive effect of 
person contexts and favorability contexts as pa~eters of judgments of 
denotative adverbs. The implications of these results have bearing on 
the general area of psycholinguistics, the practical considerations of 
psychologists concerned with these adverbs, and are suggestive of 
extensions in further investigations. 
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With regard the relevance of the results of this study to those 
concerned with language and language systems, we should note that whereas 
the ·correctness of a term is contingent upon·: the convention of its 
usage, any of the adverbs used in this study must be coDSidered correctly 
denoting any quantity ascribed to it. That is, the conventional usage 
of the terms employed are so laden with ambiguity that no definitive 
boundaries of correctness can be established. Of course the possibility 
remains to explore the conventional usage of a. given ter.m for a single 
individual and thereby describe the correctness of its denotation. 
However, such was not the intent of this study. Where the concern is 
the correctness for gn entire group of people, there seems to be no 
evidence for a.n instance of incorrect usage. 
Similarly, when we regard meaning a.s the selective :f.'unctioning 
of a stimulus condition, we must recognize the possibility of the 
selective function intended by the transmitter of such a message, the 
selective functioning intended by the receiver of that transmission, and 
fiD.a.lly, the selective :f.'unction adopted by convention. We have already 
noted that we cannot at this time state the selective function intenaed by 
conventional usage. This may indeed be the result £rom the confusion 
between the selective functions £or which the sender and receiver are 
in disagreement. 
Certainly~ in the construction o£ scales and other instruments 
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o£ measurement requiring responses based on quantifying ad:verbs o£ percent~ 
one should give careful consideration to the propriety o£ pooling such 
responses over the entire group. Even i£ some degree o£ consistency o£ 
usage may be found £or a given subject or set o£ subjects~ the hetero-
geneity o£ responses £or the total group is such as to completely 
obliterate any meaningful discrimination among these terms. It is indeed 
likely~ that some o£ the discrepancies reported between sel£ and objective 
ratings are traceable to effects which are due to person context variations. 
Perhaps the logical extension o£ this study would be to duplicate 
the procedures described~ but with the additional provision o£ explicit 
anchors. Both the data £rom this study as well as other studies cited 
indicates such an innovation would increase reliability. No prediction 
is made however;, whether it would increase the amount o£ information 
transmitted~ as well. It would also be quite useful to learn o£ the 
effect o£ these context variations on the performance o£ individual 
responses. A subject by subject analysis~ requiring more replications 
with £ewer subjects1 would possibly provide the complement to this 
investigation. For a variation on a theme~ a fruitful approach may be 
undertaken by supplying the subject with a numerical percentage and 
allowing him to respond with an adverb. No isomorphic relationship has-
been at all implied in the course o£ the description o£ this study1 nor 
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indeed riglrbfully should have been. 'What has been of paramount interest 
and importance is the impoYerished amount of transmitted information by 
a group of subjects who undoubtedly can well discriminate among many 
categories of verbal s;ymbols in other dimensions. The literature 
abounds with studies indicating the highly developed human 
machinery which enables man to collllllunicate in the finest of gradations and 
with a variety of specific expressions. When put to a rigorous test, 
some members of a class of these sy.mbols did not perfor.m well at all. 
If this be an isolated failing, constructors of tests and rating scales 
should note it well. If however, the previous claims were exaggerated, 
then perhaps some revision of the concepts of ambiguity, correctness of 
usage, and above all meaning, is quite in order. 
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APPENDIX A 
QUESTIONNAIRE BOO:ra:ET USED IN EXPERI:MENT I 
Nama=o===================================-~ 
DO NOT TURN THIS PAGE UNTIL YOU ARE INSTRUCTED TO DO SO 
This is an experiment to dete:rmine mo1~0 exactly th0 metmir;g of 
oe~tain woPds. In the booklet you have befoFe you th0r~ a~e a .. 
numbexa oT sen·tenoes in wh.ioh one woFd has been unde~linea. 
Each of these unde~lined wo~ds ie one which ie commonly uaod 
to e.xp~ess the frequency or .-the paFcentage of' time a pa~ticuln~ 
event happens. Read eac~ sentence on you~ list oa~efully = and 
mapk beside it the percent of time r~om 0 to 101% that you. think 
the unde~lined wo~d ~efers to. Be sure to oonsidep each sentence 
a Se"Dar->ate oaseCil 
PROCEED IN ORDEFt FROM ITE!.~ #l TO #48 
DO NOT REFER BACK TO A PR'reVtOUS ANSWER 
lte 'Re is oeeas·iona).ly in ps~fact health 
2e He is etten. lucky 
3e He is some~ime~ in~ellectually b~illiant 
4 .. He is usuallz contoni; 
I • 
5o He 1$ :t?a:felz. stupid 
6. He is fie ldora .. unluclq 
7~ He 15 occe.sic:me.ll:y intell®otually. b!'illiant 
$~ HG is &eldom se:rtously 111 
9~ H$ 1& often bo~sd 
lP~ He il!J usu~lly unlucky 
ll. He 1a seldom content 
l~o He ·111 ~aPsly in perteet health 
13e He lm ·me ldom boxoad 
14-~ He is -~~®ly unluekr 
15 .. He is ooeas1onally se~iously ill 
16.. He "is aomet1mes ~nlucky 
17!0 tie is usus.llt int@ll~ctually .bt-1111ant 
~So He t;a often ~tup1d 
1~. He 13 soau~~·tim@s bo~ed 
20o He is r-s.rsly' eonten~ 
a1~ He is ~O~!sionmlll luoky 
22i' He 18 usuallt stupid 
~3. He ls seldom in ps~fect-healtb 
24~ ·He is sometimes se~ious~y 111 
2$~ He :119 oft~n content 
2$. Re is scmetimem in pe~fact health 
27'! He is usually lucq 
9Bo He is ooeaaionalll bo~ed 
........ 
·. 29. He is xaa.~ali_ intellectually b:ri11iant 
so.· He is often ss~iously ill 
31. He is seldom stupid 
'32. He is occasionallt.unlucky 
33. He is umually bo~ea 
54e He is often in pe~feet health 
35. He is maldom lucky 
36. He is ··sometimes content 
37.e H® is r-"arslz unlucky 
38o He is asldom·intellectually bFillie.nt 
39. He is usually se~iously ill 
40. He is often intel~actuall;r :b:rj.iltiant . 
41. lte is oocasionall:t .. svu1'1d .. 
42. He is usually in pe~rsot health 
43. He is sometimes luolq . 
44e Hs is F!Wely se:riously ill . 
45~ He is often unlucky 
46~ He is oceasionalll content 
47n H& i~ sometimss stupid 
4.8~ R~ is :raFelx boxaed 
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The following appendicial tables, B, C, D, represent the 
frequency matrices for the various subject groups in Experiment 1. 
Tables E, F, G, are the proportion matrices which were derived from 
the preceding frequency matrices. 
In each case there are seven (7) columns and eleven (ll) roWs 
of data .. The first six ( 6) columns refer to the adverbs ttrarely" 11 rrseldom", 
"occasionally" 11 11sometimes tt, 11usuallyn 11 1to:ften 11 , respectively. The first 
ten (10) rowa refer to response categories 0-9, 10-1911 20-29 11 30-3911 40-49, 
50-59 11 60-6911 70-79 11 80-89 11 90-99 11 respectively. The seventh column is 
created by the marginal row totals, and the eleventh row is created by 
the marginal column totals, as follows: 
0 - 9 
10 - 19 
20 29 
30 - 39 
40- 49 
50 - 59 
60 ... 69 
70 - 79 
80- 89 
90- 99 
Total 
Rarely Seldom Occasionally Sometimes Usually O:f'ten Total 
The code "l" refers to the group judging the adverbs with the 
person context "I a:m.". 
The code tt2n re:f'ers to the group judging the adverbs with the 
person context 1'He is'.'· 
The code non re£ers to the responses of both groups pooled 
over :f'avorable event oonte:x:ts, unfavora. ble event contexts 11 and finally 
pooled over all context conditions. 
THI S IS FREQ . POOLt:D 
t•'": - ' .. , ~ I ,. ~ ·' ! • ... . ,. ., 
' 
..·.\- .. 
_,_1 3 3 .--o ~-- ;._ .....____.~-·-09e0 220 . 0 • t • 77 . e ~ ·-(5-(y-. """() . - 27 . o .·L-4_- .;__--.:_ _..-·_::_ . 83-2ei) ·:··-.-!' ._ ..... I 488 . 0 542 . 0 ... l. .·· 281 . 0 171 .. () ~ C, .. () 35 . 0 1552 . 0 
27-. '0 1116 . 0 37 . 0 59 . 0 194 . 0 229 · 0 I 13 · 0 25 · 0 557 · 0 
--l:-4-z-. {) ~o . o 
I 
2 0 .-e- 3-4eQ- - - 45"0 • 0 1860 17 · 0 100 · 0 234 · 0 
' 
48 · 0 84 . 0 501 · 0 
l s-e-.-tr --- 3-9-T. o-
10 . 0 34 . 0 27 . 0 31 . 0 ::>39 . 0 3oo . o 641 . 0 
- - - - -
- 1 "6 .-e-77 . 0 63 . 0 18 . 0 19 . 0 34? . () 199 . 0 71 8 . 0 
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e- - -49-6-. 
165 . 0 llO aO I 6 · 0 9 · 0 7 14 · 0 
J3 · 
.. 3 . 0 22 . 0 80 . 0 103 a0 I 6 · 0 l3 a0 227 · 0 3 . 0 ll . O 6:Z . O ss . o 2 
1 . 0 5 . 0 3 7 . o 92 . 0 I 34 · 0 58 . 0 
7--1-._Q__ 
9 . 0 14 . 0 15 . 0 23 . 0 98 . 0 117 . 0 276 . 0 
4:.J-
71 . 0 82 a0 s~ 7 a0 211 · 0 136 a0 515·0 
4.0-.C-
- - - 3.68.0 · 0 
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- - .. _.,............____;, ____ - , -"O'"o, -_...!.,-._~, . ·- --· ... -~ ·- ·L • 
-- ~ 
THIS IS FI~EQ , FAV0~ABLE MATRIX FORO 
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--~-"''L ~ ... 
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ABSTRACT 
The present study is concerned with a problem that is essentially 
in the area of psycholinguistics. The linguistic aspect of the problem 
concerns the concept of ~eaningn. It is necessary to review the 
criteria upon which this concept is defined and applied to semiotic 
material in general, and to denotative adverbs in particular. Of 
particular interest to psychology is quantifiable representation of this 
concept as well as an investigation of several parameters 'Vdlich may 
affect the judgment of the meaning of a particular adverb. The meaning 
attributed to any denotative adverb has been generally accepted as the 
model or average judgment of the population concerning the denote~ 
referent, i.e., the meaning is d~termined by the convention of its usage 
with respect to denoting a particular segment of the underlying referent 
dimension. It is, of course, vital to ascertain a) what this average, 
conventional judgment is, and b) whether i:ihe conveni:iional meaning 
attributed by the pooled judgmeni:is of a group is in fact a valid index for 
establishing word mea:ning. The resuli:is of this investigation have 
relevant implications for any situation which requires i:ihe use of quantity 
adverbs as responses, and in which i:ihe toi:ial of such responses are pooled 
and i:iallied for a given group i:io subsequeni:ily serve as i:ihe basis for 
furi:iher assertions. The underlying assumpi:iion made in such situai:iions 
is that a group (necessarily implying i:ihe individual subjects comprising 
the group) is in relai:iive agreemeo.i:i on the meaning of a particular word. 
The preseni:i study has investigai:ied the nature of i:ihe precision wii:ih which 
any particular word is used as well as establishing the nature of the 
discriminabilii:iy among several words, each of which denoi:ies relai:iive frequency. 
The present study has accepted the definition of meaning as fonnulated 
by Mackay which he proposed as an appropriate consideration for an 
analysis of information transmission. This formulation avoids 'bhe 
problems encountered in :many of the ~rly studies of word meaning. 
which concerned themselves wi'bh behavioral or physiological correlates 
of a. particular word. Later investigations focused on the measuranent 
of word meaning via a series of scales upon which a given word was to be 
rated. Several classes of denotative words lend themselves to more 
direc'b measuremen-t. o:f' meaning by employing an absolute judgment task of 
the par'bicular word, where the word is judged on i'bs respec'bive referent 
dimension. Simpson reported the results of such an inves'bigation, as 
did Cohen and Hansel. Helson used the same approach in the judgment of 
denotative adjectives which he presented in various numerical backgrounds 
or contexts which were modified by the adjective, e.g., "some" cons'bitutes 
how many people when considering a total population o:f' X people. He 
interpreted his results as supporting a. level of adaptation hypothesis, in 
that the absolute jUd{gll.en'b o:f' the a.djec'bive was modified by the background 
condition. 
The presen-t. study required the absolute jud{gll.ent of si:x: adverbs 
of frequency, viz., rarely~ seldom, occasionally, sometimes, usually, often, 
which were presented in two classes of context conditions; event context 
and the person context. The event context was defined by the favora.bility 
or unfavora.bility o:f' the event which was modified by an adverb, e.g., 
rarely stupid, stupid is an unfavorable event. The person context 
was defined by the personal pronoun which introduced each sentence in which 
the adverb and event context appeared, e.g., I ~ •• vs. He is •• • Each 
word was presented in each context event. For one group~ N-159~ each 
sentence was always introduced by the first person personal pronoun~ and 
for another group, N-161, each sentence was always introduced by the 
third person personal pronoun. A control group, N-200 1 was asked to 
judge the adverbs in the absence of any contextual conditions. 
An additional group of 200 subjects were recruited for a 
series of paired comparison judgments of the event contexts on the 
dimension of :f'avorability, and a compamon group of 200 subje eta judged 
the events on the dimension of relative frequency. All subjects were 
recruited from the General Psychology Classes at Boston University. 
The results of three way factorial analysis of variance 
design indicated: 
a) the person context and the adverbs were significant 
main effects 
b) the person context by words~ and the event context by 
words were significant interaction ter.ms. 
The variability in the responses was strikingly high. This was 
further evidenced in the results of an analysis of the amount of trans-
mitted information for the varl ous groups. In no case was mDre than one 
bit of information transmitted, which indicates that due to extreme 
response equivocation, no more than 2 response categories could be used 
w.i. thout error. The implications of the results indicated that the 
conventional meaning of these adverbs is either 
ar 
a) the inappropriate tool of measurement of word meaning, 
b) the adverb's meaning is in fact broad and inherent 
~th the variability due to individual differences. 
Further# the role of favorability of the event and the role of the 
person context were noted as parameters of the absolute judgment 
situation. The results suggest further investigations of the role of 
the context conditions as well as a more detailed description of the 
effects of the pooled responses in contributing to the variability. 
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